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ON PRODUCT PARTITIONS OF INTEGERS 

V. C. HARRIS AND M. V. SUBBARAO 

ABSTRACT. Let p*(n) denote the number of product partitions, that is, the number 
of ways of expressing a natural number n > 1 as the product of positive integers > 2, 
the order of the factors in the product being irrelevant, with p*(\ ) = 1. For any integer 
d > 1 let dt = dxll if d is an /th power, and = 1, otherwise, and let d = 11°^ dj. Using 
a suitable generating function for p*(ri) we prove that n^,, dp*(n/d) = np*inK 

1. Introduction. The well-known partition function p(n) stands for the number of 
unrestricted partitions of n, that is, the number of ways of expressing a given positive 
integer n as the sum of one or more positive integers, the order of the parts in the partition 
being irrelevant. 

In contrast to this, we consider here the function p*(n), which denotes the number of 
ways of expressing n as the product of positive integers > 2, the order of the factors 
in the product being irrelevant. For example, /?*(12) = 4, since 12 can be expressed in 
positive integers > 2 as a product in these and only these ways: 12,6 • 2, 4-3, 3-2-2. We 
may say that/?(n) denotes the number of sum partitions and p*(n) the number of product 
partitions of n. 

We note that the number of product partitions of n = p\axpiai.. .pkak in standard 
form is independent of the particular primes involved; for example, /?*(12) = p*(22 • 
3) = p*(p\p2) for every choice of distinct primes p\ and/?2- For computing it is usually 
convenient to let pj be they'th prime; for easily ordering the divisors in increasing order 
it suffices to take/?2 > P\a\P?> > Pia]P2ai, etc. 

p*(n) has been studied by Minetola (see Dickson [4]) as the number of repartitions 
of I distinct objects with a\ repetitions of the first object, a^ repetitions of the second 
object, etc., into n subsets, where I + a\ + aj + . . . + o^ = m > n. 

A generating function in the form of a Dirichlet series was introduced by MacMahon 
[13], but little use was made of it. He also studied product partitions under the guise of 
multipartite numbers ([13]). 

Also, obviously p*(n) may be considered as the number of nonnegative solutions of 
the equation 

X2 In 2 + *3 In 3 + . . . + xn In n — In n. 

John F. Hughes and J. O. Shallit [9] proved thatp*(n) < 2rv2. This has been improved 
to p\n) < n by L. E. Matties and F. W. Dodd ([15], p. 126). 
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Canfield, Erdôs and Pomerance [2] gave an upper bound for p*(n), namely, 

I \og2n V °* log3n logS/i'J 

which is valid for all large n and a suitably chosen constant c. 
The authors are not aware of an asymptotic estimate for p*(n). However, the average 

value of p*(n) was considered by Oppenheim [16]. He showed that 

- £/>*(*) - exp(20og^)/(2v^(logjc)3/4). 
x n<x 

This result was independently obtained later by Szekeres and Turan [17]. 
A related problem is to determine the number of ways F(n) of expressing n as a prod

uct of integers > 2, the same factors in different order being considered different factor
izations. For example, the number of such factorizations of 12 would be 8, namely (12), 
(6.2), (4.3), (3.4), (2.6), (3.2.2), (2.3.2), (2.2.3). These factorizations could well be called 
product compositions, as Andrews [1] has done. 

Kalmar [11] showed that 

where £ (s) is the Riemann zeta function and p > 1 is given by Ç(p) = 2. Other papers 
on F(n) include those of Erdôs [5], Evans [6], Hille [8], Ikehara [10], George Andrews 
[1] and Long [12]. In [1], Andrews proved a combinatorial formula which was originally 
conjectured by Long [12]. 

In this note we obtain a generating function for p*(n) and utilize it to get a recursion 
formula for p*(n). An algorithm for the computation of p*(n) was given by Canfield, 
Erdôs and Pomerance in ([2], Section 7). 

2. The recursion formula. Consider the geometric series 

1 
1 + j r b 2 + J t 2 t a 2 + . . . + y l n 2 + . . . 

1 — JC l n 2 

with ratio JC1"2. Since for 0 < x < 1 we have 0 < x lo& 2 < 1, the series is absolutely 
convergent for 0 < x < 1. The same is true for the expansions of 

Consider 

TV 1 oo 

(1) f(x,N) = II -, ^ = 1 + E/A^AO*"1" 
n=2 L ~~ •* n=2 

for N > 2. The function p*(n,N) counts the number of ways Inn is expressible as 
a sum of nonnegative integral multiplies of In 2, In 3 , . . . , In N. This shows p*(n,N) = 
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p*(n) for n < N. Since N is arbitrary and multiplication by factors (1 — jcln(^v+1))_1, 
(1 — ^n(N+2))~l,... does not alter the coefficients for n < N, it results that/?*(n) is the 
number of product partitions of n. 

A generating function for p*(n) is hence 

OO 1 OO 

(2) fix) = n i—snr = l + £p\n)^n. 
n=2 l — x n=2 

Taking logarithms of members of (2) gives 

OO f OO x 

£ln(l-* lnn) = ln(l + £p»* l n ") 
n=2 v n=2 

whence by differentiating and multiplying by x > 0, 

2-* 1 _ r lnn oo ' 

n=2 

Therefore, with a change of the index variables, 

f 0 0 OO \ / OO 

EinyE^ lny)(1 + E 
^j=2 i= l 7 v fc=2 7 n=2 

( 00 OO \ / OO \ OO 

E l n / E ^ H l + EP*(^n") = EpW n " ln«. 
Let J divide n and consider the coefficient of xlnn of the left member; we have, with 

k = nj d 
n 

i In/ + In - = Inn 
d 

so 
/ = d or y = dxl\ j an integer 

For any integer d > 1 let 

dt = 

and let 

Then (3) becomes 

dlll if d is an ith power 
1 otherwise 

d=Yidt. 
Ï = I 

OO _ / w x OO 

"=2rf|„ V « 7 n=2 

This gives the recursion formula: 

(4) T/^p*(^)=p*(n)hin 
d\n KdJ 
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or, alternatively, 

(5) Udp^) = np^n\ 
d\n 

REMARK 1. We justify the above procedures as follows: The products 

1 + -

and the series 

£> 1 ° ° / Jnn \ 

oo yJnn oo 

n=2 l x n=2 

all converge or diverge together. But since ̂ nn = ntn x for x real and positive, 

oo oo 

«=2 n=2 

which converges absolutely and uniformly for any x in any closed interval contained in 
—oo < lnx < —1, i.e., in 0 < x < 1/ e. Thus arranging the series according to powers 
of JC, taking logarithms, differentiating termwise and equating coefficients can be done 
(G. H. Hardy and E. M. Wright, [7], pp. 244, 245). 

REMARK 2. Since p*(n) depends only on the vector a(n) = (c*i, a2,..., otk) in the 
representation of n as n*=i <hJ, the recursion formula may also be written 

(4*) £ P*(a-j8)AC8)| |)9| |=p*(a)| |a | | , 

wherep*(a) = p*(tftf ...qa
k% \\a\\ = n L , ajt A(a) = E,.,Kfor,<,-<*> 1/iaiid 

where /3 < a means that fy < OCJ for 1 <j<k. 

3. Two special cases. In cases n = qa, where ^ is a prime, the function reduces to 
the sum-partition function. Thus p*(qa) = p(ct) and 

a 

(6) ap(a)=Y, ^ (/>(<* -/>> 

a result due to Euler. For if d = (j, j = 1,2,..., a , and q is a prime, then d = qa(J) and 
(4) becomes 

p(a)\nqa = J2\nq^p(a-j) 
7=1 

which is equivalent to (6). 
In case n = p\p2 .../?*, where the /?'s are distinct primes, the function reduces to the 

Bell number called A*_i, by Carlitz [3]: 

(7) P\n) = £ (* ~ ! W(—J L—) = M-i• 
px\j-\) \piP2...Pj) 
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Consider the coefficient of P*(PlP"...Pj)
 i n p*(n)lnn = £j |nlnd/?*^V Here 

d = pip2 - - -pj. There are 0~{) ways of choosing primes from P2,p?>, ..-,Pk by which 
to multiply p\ to get products of j primes which have p\ as a factor. Thus \np\ will occur 
(*"*) times, each time multiplied by p* (a product of the remaining k — j primes) and 
these p* (product of the remaining k —j primes) are all equal. By symmetry there will be 
the same number of occurrences of ln/?2, ln/?3, • • > Inpk- The coefficient of p* ( -^j ) 

will be (*~j) Inn. Thus (4) becomes 

which is equivalent to (7). 
The authors wish to acknowledge their indebtedness to the referees for Equation (4*) 

and for valuable suggestions. 
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